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Welcome to Ariel WebInsight 
 

 

Ariel WebInsight is a powerful online regulatory compliance tool that puts global EH&S compliance 
information just one click away. Access to thousands of searchable regulatory lists enables users to 
comply with environmental regulations from both local and global perspective. 

 

What is New in this Release? 
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Ariel WebInsight 9.0 introduces the following enhancements and new modules.  

 

● Dashboard of configurable controls: Users can configure their own searches and regulatory 
change reports and save those for easy access as favorites on their configurable dashboard. 
The dashboard also allows users to access both database and full text content for a certain 
country from a map control.  
 

● 
 
 
● 

Search: A new redesigned search module allows to search on both database and full text 
content from one single place.  

MyWebInsight: A re-designed MyWebInsight module makes it easier to enter and save product 
information and generate reports to track changes. 

Getting Started Top 

 
Once your company has subscribed to WebInsight, you need to register for WebInsight. You only need 
your e-mail address in order to register to the application. 
  
Go to https:// https://webinsight.arielresearch.com and you will be re-directed to the login page of 3E’s 
new 3EIQ portal. From the login page click on the “Log In” link for Ariel WebInsight. You will be then 
directed to the login page of the Ariel WebInsight application (Figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1 WebInsight Log In Page 

 
What can you do on the Welcome to WebInsight page: 
 

1. Register: To register for Ariel WebInsight, click on the Register button. The application will 
bring you to a screen that allows you to create a new account and select a password. Click on 
the  button in order to complete your registration. Once you have done that you will receive a 
confirmation email and you are ready to start using WebInsight. 

2. Change Language Selection: To access the application in a language other than English, 
select from the Select Language drop down box in the bottom left corner. This option will allow 
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you to view the labels in the application in the language of your choice. In addition, you can 
also select the check box to use “Use dynamic translation” which will enable WebInsight to 
use Google translate in order to present the Full Text content in the application in the langue 
you have selected.  

3. Remember Login Details: Click on “Remember me next time” if you would like the 
application to remember your user ID and password.  

4. Retrieve your Password: Follow the “Forgot your password” link in order to change your 
password.  

  
 
 

Home Page TopPreviousNext 

The WebInsight Home page gives access to configurable controls for chemical searches, change 
reports, monitored lists, and visual navigation to content based on country and topic of interest. You 
can add controls to the page by clicking on the blue Add Control button. Click on the blue check box 
inside each control if you would like to remove it.  

 

Figure 2 Home Page Controls 

 

Home Page -> My Favorite Searches 

Users can create up to four configurable searches on the Home Page dashboard of Ariel WebInsight. 

Users can configure the Search controls based on the main regulatory regions available from Ariel 
that are part of your subscription. The regions available are: Global Inventories, North America, 
Western Europe, Central and Eastern Europe, Asia Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and Africa, 
International and PCTEC. In addition, users can utilize Regulatory Scopes created by themselves, 
their colleagues or defined by Ariel in order to configure specific searches.  

file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/welcome_to_ariel_webinsight_1.htm
file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/welcome_to_ariel_webinsight_1.htm
file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/chemical_search_1.htm
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The control in Figure 3 is configured for a search on Global Inventories and Identifier CAS. To 
configure the control click on the icon as indicated.  

Figure 3 Search Control  

A screen will pop up (make sure your pop up blocker is off!) that allows you to configure the control: 

 

Figure 4 Search Control Configuration Screen 

Give you control a Name, then enter Regulatory Scope, Search Criteria and click on the Save button.  

Home Page -> MyWebInsight Change Reports 

Click to configure My 

Favorite Search Control 
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The MyWebInsight Change Reports control is integrated with the MyWebInsight module of the 
application. Once you create a report in MyWebInsight, every month when Ariel posts an update to 
WebInsight, the system checks if any of the changes have impacted the report you created. If the 
answer is yes, then an alert is posted on your home page and you can check the change report by 
clicking on the blue arrow image below the Change Report title. 

 

Figure 5 MyWebInsight Change Reports Control 

 

Home Page -> Regulatory List Monitor 

The Regulatory List Monitor allows quickly identifying when a specific regulatory list last changed. 
Clicking on the list helps you see the associated changes. Users can add a list to the Regulatory List 
Monitor by selecting the respective regulatory list in the Database module. 
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To add a list to the Regulatory List Monitor, when in the Database module select the list of interest, 
and then when in list view, make sure the box for “Display list on Home Page when updated” is 
checked (see screenshot below). 

 

Figure 6 Adding a list to the Regulatory List Monitor 

Home Page -> Regulations Map 

With the Regulations Map control, users can navigate to a global map (just click on the control to 
open a detailed map view) from which they can select a country of interest and view by topic all of 
the available database and full text content from Ariel. To open the map, click anywhere in the 
control. A view of the world as in Figure 8 will open up.  
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Figure 7 Regulatory Map Control 

 

Figure 8 Regulatory Map View 

Click on any of the blue dots in order to open the content for a specific country. The big red dots 
represent regulatory authorities such as the European Union, ASEAN or Mercosur.  

Home Page -> Update Notes 

The Update Notes section provides access to the changes that are published for each module in 
WebInsight during the current monthly update. You can click on the name of each module to check 
the exact changes.  
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Figure 9 Update Notes 

 

Home Page -> Regulatory List Change History 

The Regulatory List Change History  control allows to select a regional regulatory module (i.e. 
Global Inventories, North America, etc) and check what were the changes introduced in this module 
for a selected time period.  

 

Figure 10 Regulatory List Change Control 
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For example, select North America and the January 2016 update. Click on the Go button to generate 
a report of all the regulatory lists that have changed. You can click on a specific list to view the 
chemicals changed on that list.  

On the Home page you will also find a section with Regulatory Headlines as well as information on 
how to access the Customer Support Center. You can submit a ticket to us via the web or by 
contacting us on the provided telephone numbers. 

 
 

Search TopPreviousNext 

This section of the application allows users to search for regulatory information on specific 
chemicals via a variety of search criteria within the modules to which they have subscribed. 

Regulatory Scope Selection 

Users can select to search on  the following selections:  

 By Module, allows selecting from all available content modules in Ariel WebInisght, for 
example Global Inventories, North America, Latin America, PCTEC Plus, etc. 

 By Country, allows to do a search on the regulations for a specific country 

 By Topic,  allows to select from a list of Ariel defined topics 

 By Regulatory Scope, allows to search on pre-configured topics for which users require an 
add-on subscription. Version 9.0 allows access to additional subscriptions for Food Contact, 
Personal Care and Pharmaceutical regulations  

 My Regulatory Scopes, allows to search on regulatory scopes created by the user in 
MyWebInsight 

 My Colleagues Regulatory Scopes, allows to search on regulatory scopes created by 
colleages in MyWebInsight 

file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/welcome_to_ariel_webinsight_1.htm
file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/welcome_to_ariel_webinsight_1.htm
file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/myweinsight.htm
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Figure 11 Regulatory Scope Selection 

Search Criteria 

Once the user has selected a regulatory set, the next step is to select search criteria. With 
WebInsight 9.0, the search criteria are grouped into four categories, users can search on Chemical 
Identity, products saved in the application and Full Text.  

 

The Identity search criteria include: 

► CAS RN. Dashes may be included or omitted (example: 50-00-0 or 50000). You may use an 
asterisk as a wildcard. DO NOT use leading zeros. Please note the bottom left corner of the 
web page to verify if your CAS RN is valid. 
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► CAS List. CAS numbers can be uploaded to the system by entering one by one or by 
uploading from a text file. Up to 200 CAS numbers can be uploaded at a time. To create a CAS 
list for upload, a user has to save the list of CAS number in a text editor program (such as 
Notepad) by entering one CAS number per line. Dashes in CAS numbers are optional. 

► Chemical Name. You can simply enter a search term such as ethylene oxide or hydrochloric 
acid. The search will bring back all results containing the search terms. You can use asterisk 
as wildcards. Multiple wildcards can also be used (alcohol* *12-16*) as well as Boolean strings 
(ex. and, or, etc.). When you aren’t sure how a substance name is listed (e.g., ’2,4-
dinitrobenzene’ can also be listed as ’benzene, 2,4-dinitro-‘) a search for *benzene* *nitro* 
would give you hits for both. 

► Molecular Formula. Capital and lower case letters must be used for the elements (examples: 

Ni, CO2, C6H3Br3). You may use an asterisk as a wildcard. 

► EINECS. European Inventory of Existing Commercial Substances. Dashes may be included or 
omitted (example: 200-001-8 or 2000018). 

► ELINCS. European List of Notified Chemical Substances. Asterisks can be used as a wildcard 
(example: 40665*) - The intermediate 

page will show the CAS RN's 

► ENCS. Existing and new Chemical Substances Inventory Number. Dashes and parentheses 
are needed - ex. (3)-442 

► ISHL. Industrial Safety and Health Law Inventory Number. Dashes and parentheses are 
needed - ex. 4-(10)-245 

► Korean ID. Can represent Korean inventory number, toxic/non-toxic/restricted/prohibited and 
observational chemicals number. Hyphens are needed. 

Importantly, searching by the wrong type of criteria (such as by a CAS number when ”Chemical 
Name” is selected) will result in an empty hit list. 

To view the search criteria, click on the respective criteria type. The default criteria type is “Identity”. 
Once you change the criteria type, the options for searching will also change. A search by product, 
will display all available products saved in MyWebInsight. A Full Text search, allows to search on: 

► CAS.  

► Keywords 

► Chemical Name 

 

Executing a Chemical Search 

Let's select North America, Western Europe and Asia Pacific from the Regional Sets. In the criteria 
box select Chemical Name and in the Search Pattern step below enter "acetaldehyde". Press on the 
Search button and the system will display all CAS numbers that match your criteria. 
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Figure 12 Chemical Name Search 

Select the CAS number on the screen and click on the Generate button. 

 

Once you click the Generate button, the system will bring a Chemical Report that contains three 
main sections. The first section in the report shows all regulatory hits for the regulatory sets that 
were selected in the Chemical Search criteria. 

In our example, the system shows all regulatory hits for North America, Western Europe and Asia 
Pacific. 
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Figure 13 Summary Report 

You can expand each of the sections in the report. 

The Summary of names that match CAS RN section includes both names in English as well as 
other languages. The report contains the chemical names as listed in the respective regulations. 

The Ariel-supplied broad categories section lists all the generic entries that might be applicable to 
a specific chemical. WebInsight’s generic capabilities allows the user to see all possible restrictions 
on a specific chemical, even it is not specifically listed in the legislation. For example, a search for 
cadmium bromide (CAS No. 7789-42-6) without generics would generate a report that only 
contained direct hits for this particular substance; in other words, if cadmium compounds (of which 
cadmium bromide is a member) are mentioned in the legislation, but cadmium bromide is not 
specifically listed, a search without generics would not produce a hit. Alternatively, by including 
generics, a user can be assured of receiving a report containing not only direct hits for cadmium 
bromide but also hits for cadmium compounds, which might affect the regulation of cadmium 
bromide. Within the chemical report, a generics hit is designated by the following phrase: ”regulated 
as a member of the Generics group…” 
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Actions: Users can choose to download the generated Chemical report in a variety of formats such 
as MS Word, Adobe pdf. In order to download the report in a specific format just select the 
respective option from the Actions menu on the top left. 

Change Report: By selecting the Change Report feature from the Actions menu, users can 
generate a change report for the search criteria they have selected. 

To generate a change report simply enter the from and to month and year and click on the Update 
Report button. 

 

MyWebInsight TopPreviousNext 

MyWebInsight allows an additional level of personalization in the Ariel WebInsight application. 
You can utilize the regulatory scopes, products and reports created in this part of the application 
to monitor changes or in chemical searches in other WebInsight modules. 

When you first come to MyWebInsight, the menus for reports, products and regulatory scopes will 
be empty. Your colleagues might have already shared products and regulatory scopes and you 
will be able to see those. In order to create a report and monitor how your chemicals are 
impacted by certain regulations of interest, you need to first create products and regulatory 
scopes. 

Add a Product 

To create a product, click on the "Add New Product” link, an “Add/Edit Products” screen appears 
that allows you to enter product header detail such as description, part number and state of 
matte. To create a product you will also need to enter CAS numbers. There is no limit on the 
number of CAS you can upload per product. Enter the CAS numbers for your product or upload 
from an Excel file. Note, the format for the file includes header and CAS number information and 
you can upload multiple CAS with a single Excel file. You can also enter concentration for each 
ingredient. Concentration can be entered as an exact number or a range.  

Let us enter the CAS numbers for a copper-zinc alloy product: 7440-50-8 and 7440-66-6. Click on 

file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/welcome_to_ariel_webinsight_1.htm
file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/welcome_to_ariel_webinsight_1.htm
file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/databases_1.htm
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the Add button to add the CAS numbers to this product along with their respective concentration. 
Once you have entered the CAS numbers with their concentratio, and given your product a 
name, click the Save Product button to save your product. 

You can also check the ”Share this product with my colleagues” box if you would like 
everybody in your organization to have access to the product you created. 

Add a Regulatory Scope 

To create a regulatory scope, click on the ”Add New Regulatory Scope” link.  

 

Figure 14 Regulatory Scope List View 

Check the respective boxes in order to select your regulations of interest. You can select 
individual regulations or all the regulations for a certain region. 

Let us select the regulations for specific Asia Pacific topics, in this example we selected 
Consumer Products. Once you are done with your selection click on Submit button in order to 
save it. 
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Figure 15 Creating a Regulatory Scope 

You can also check the ”Share with colleagues” box if you would like everybody in your 
organization to have access to the regulatory set you have created. 

Generate a MyWebInsight Report 

Now that you have created a product and a regulatory scope you can proceed to saving a 
MyWebInsight report. You can select from one of two options in the MyWebInsight submenu, 
Ariel Defined Reports and User Defined Reports. You can create a report with any of those two 
options.  To create an Ariel Defined Report, simply select a Regulatory Scope, Topic and 
Product.  For a User Defined Report, you can use any user defined Regulatory Scope.   
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Figure 16 MyWebInsight Reports 

You can click on the Generate button to generate a report or directly click on the Save button in 
order to save the report to your selection. When you click the Save button, the MyWebInsight 
report you just created will be added to the MyWebInsight Change Reports control on the Home 
Page. 

You can use the reports you save to MyWebInisght in order to monitor for changes. Selecting the 
envelope icon, will enable an email to your account every time a regulation in your saved report 
changes in relation to the chemicals that are part of the report. Every time a change occurs, your 
list of reports in the MyWebInsight Change Report control on the Home page will be updated.  

 

 

Databases TopPreviousNext 

Database Lists 

The Database module allows navigating to a regulatory list by selecting a region in the drop down 
box and then clicking on the plus sign in front of a topic or country. Select the list by clicking on it. 
Each list will open in a separate page in table format. 

You can also use the Find feature above the regulatory tree in order to find a list of interest, just 
type in the complete or part of the regulatory list name. 

file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/welcome_to_ariel_webinsight_1.htm
file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/welcome_to_ariel_webinsight_1.htm
file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/full_text_1.htm
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• Click Sort Order to select sort order. The available options are Alphabetical, By Region & 
Country, By Region & Topic, By Topic – All  Regins. The default is By Region & Topic. 

• Click the View option to expand or collapse the regulatory tree. You can also select to view a 
specific region from this option.  

• Click Find and enter your search criteria if you would like to search for a specific regulation. 
Once WebInsight identifies a hit, it will highlight it.  

Let's navigate to Asia Pacific – Workplace Safety Topic and select the Australia OELs list. The list 
opens in table format. You can search the list for a specific CAS number or list of CAS numbers. 

You can also use the Filters to search on a specific criteria such as "Carcinogen Rating." Just 
make sure the Filters are on, an entry box opens below each column title in the list table. Enter 
your search criteria in the entry box below the column title and click enter to execute the search. . 

You can download a complete regulatory list to Excel or PDF. Just select the blue Actions menu 
button on the top left and click on the download option you require. 

You can select the Show Changes option from the report tool bar to check the change history for 
the list you are viewing.  

Archive - Update Notes 

You can view an archive of update notes by region or chronologically, just select your view of 
choice. 
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PCTEC Plus  

PCTEC Plus 

The PCTEC Plus module can be accessed through the Search menu in Ariel WebInsight 9.0. 

To access the PCTEC Plus option from the Search menu, simply select the PCTEC Plus option in 
the Module selection box. Both the PCTEC Plus Database and Full Text searches can be 
executed from the Search module. You can execute a PCTEC Database search by itself or with 
other modules. You can perform a PCTEC Plus Full Text search only by itself (not in combination 
with other modules).  

PCTEC Plus - Full Text Search 

To search on the full text collection of the PCTEC Plus module, simply select PCTEC Plus in the 
Module selection on the Search screen. Then, in Select Search Criteria, select Full Text. You can 
search on CAS Number, Key Words and Chemical Name.  

 

When searching on keywords, you  do not need to use any special punctuation or commands to 
search for a phrase. Simply enter the phrase the way it ordinarily appears. You can use a phrase 
anywhere in a Full-text search request. Example: benzene, protective clothing 

If a phrase contains a noise word, the system will skip over the noise word when searching for it. 
For example, a search for statue of liberty would retrieve any document containing the word 
statue, any intervening word, and the word liberty. 

Punctuation inside of a search word is treated as a space. Thus, can't would be treated as a 
phrase consisting of two words: can and t. 1843(c)(8)(ii) would become 1843 c 8 ii (four words). 
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Regulatory Full Text  

WebInsight's regulatory Full Text collection consists of full text documents as well as regulatory 
overviews by topic or regulation. 

 

 

 

In Full Text users can find both full text of regulations as well as regulatory overviews prepared by 
the Ariel research team. 

 

 

The Full Text menu allows navigating based on topics and countries. To switch between views, usethe 
Sort Order.   
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• Click Sort Order to select sort order. The available options are Alphabetical, By Region & Country, 
By Region & Topic, By Topic – All  Regins. The default is By Region & Topic. 

• Click the View option to expand or collapse the regulatory tree. You can also select to view a 
specific region from this option.  

• Click Find and enter your search criteria if you would like to search for a specific regulation. Once 
WebInsight identifies a hit, it will highlight it.  

 
 
 

GHS Mixture Classification  

 
 
In WebInsight, GHS classification is based on the health and environmental hazards of the mixture or 
on each substance. User can also input physical hazards of the mixture for reference on the final 
classification report. The GHS Classification functionality is available from the Analytics module in the 
Ariel WebInsight 9.0 release. 
 
To generate a GHS classification, WI helps you enter a formulation and check what regulatory, toxicity 
or eco-toxicity data is available for each of the components in the formulation. Users can use the 
regulatory and scientific data downloaded from WI or manually add their own. Once all product and 
substance data is entered into the system, users can run the WI GHS rules engine to derive a 
classification. The classification report can be printed or the user can proceed to create a label based 
on the underlying classifications.  
 
Users have the option to save product and component classifications in the application for future use. 
 
Integration with MyWebInsight 

● WI allows a user to enter product detail in the MyWebInsight module of the application. Any detail 

entered in MyWebInsight is also available for use in the GHS Mixture Classification Module.  
 
Multilingual Labels 

● Once a user has generated a GHS classification report, the user can proceed to create a label based 

on the generated classifications. The current release of WI allows generating the label in all EU 
languages as well as the major Asia Pacific languages.  
 
 

Product and Component Data 

 
GHS classification, toxicity and eco-toxicity data can be entered on product as well as component level. 
To enter data on product level, click on the Product tab and then select the respective classification 
group for which you would like to enter data: Physical, Health or Environmental Hazards.  
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Enter Product Data for Physical, Health or Environmental Hazards 
 

 
For example, click on Physical Hazards, a list of the Physical Hazard classifications opens. User can 
click on any of the classifications to enter data. Once data has been entered, a green check mark 
appears in front of the populated classification.  
 

 
 

 
With WI users can also save the classification detail they enter. Both classification detail on product 
and component level will be saved. WI also allows you to use any products you entered in 
MyWebInsight. On the Enter Product Information tab, the "Select Product" drop down allows you to use 
any products you have entered in the MyWebInsight module of the application. Once you select a 
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product that you have entered in MyWebInsight, the components along with their concentrations would 
appear in the "GHS Classification Composition and Data" section of the Mixture Classification module. 

 
 

Entering Regulatory, Toxicity and Eco-toxicity data for a Component 
 
The WI GHS Classification module also allows to enter regulatory, toxicity and eco-toxicity data on 
component level. For each component you need to enter a CAS number and Concentration. A 
Concentration can be entered as a single % value or as a % range. WebInsight also allows to load 
regulatory and toxicity/eco-toxicity data from the data available in the Ariel database. When loading 
regulatory data user can select to load from all available GHS regulatory data in the Ariel database or 
to load data for a specific country/region, for example, the European Union.  To load data from Ariel, 
press on the Load Regulatory Data hyperlink above component detail. In the box that opens users can 
set their loading options. The default is selected as all available jurisdictions and toxicity, eco-toxicity 
end points.  
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After entering product header and component data, user can Apply Rules to run a classification report. 
The GHS Classification report takes into consideration country specific variations of implementation. 
When entering component information, user can use the Get CAS link to search by Chemical Name. 
Once the CAS number is populated, if the CAS number is valid, WI also presents a list of chemical 
names that match that CAS number. 
 
If the user disagrees with the regulatory, toxicity and eco-toxicity data coming from the Ariel database, 
then the data can be overwritten. In some cases, different authorities might have classified a certain 
substance differently. The Audit Trail link below every component classification provides a full history 
of all available regulatory, toxicity and eco-toxicity data from Ariel, yet the GHS Classification 
functionality in WI takes the most conservative classification to use for mixture classification.  
 
For example, the Japanese and European authorities have assigned a different Hazard Category to 
Toluene for Hazard Classification - Reproductive Toxicity, Hazard Category 1A and Hazard Category 2, 
respectively. The Audit Trail link shows all available regulatory data. WI although selects the most 
conservative regulatory classification to use for mixture classification. In the case of Toluene this is the 
classification assigned by the Japanese authorities - Toxic to Reproduction, Hazard Category 1A.  
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Classification Report 
 
Once the product and component data has been entered in the application, the user can proceed to 
generate a mixture classification. 
 
WI can produce a generic classification based on the GHS Purple Book or take into account country 
specific cut-off limits and hazard categories.  
 
Select the country/region specific logic from the "Classify for" drop down. Default is "GHS Purple Book". 
If, for example, user selects European Union, the application will take into account cut-off limits and 
hazard category requirements that are specific for the European Classification, Labeling and Packaging 
(CLP) regulation.  
 

 
Click the "Go" button to generate the mixture classification report.  
Once the report is generated, user can save it or proceed to generate a label based on the WI 
determined classifications.  
 
To save, click on the Actions button. The system allows 2 options: 
- Include Audit Trail: This option saves the detailed audit trail logic for the derived classifications. 
- Classifications Only: This option allows saving only the classifications. 
 
User can also click on each Audit Trail link to review the logic used for the respective classification.  
 
 

Labeling 
 
Clicking the Go to Labeling button takes the user to an intermediate screen listing all classifications to 
be used on the GHS Label.  
 
WI allows to generate a GHS label with the respective Hazard and Precautionary statements.  
If using the Mixture Classification functionality, after generating a classification report, user can click on 
the Go to Labeling button to generate a GHS Label.  
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User can also access the functionality directly from the WI GHS Tools - Labeling tab.  
 
The GHS classifications to be used in label generation are pre-populated for the user if the GHS 
Mixture Classification functionality is used. If accessing the Labeling tab directly, then user needs to 
select the respective hazard class and category. 
 
Labels can be printed in Word and saved. 
 
Multilingual Labels 

●Subscribers to the WI GHS Classification module, automatically get access to generating a label in 

multiple languages. WI allows to generate a label in all EU as well as the major Asia Pacific languages.  
 
 
 

RegsLink  

RegsLink 

1. Click RegsLink on the top navigation bar. 

2. There are two ways to search RegsLink - Contents and Search. 

3. RegsLink Contents allows you to search by a CFR or state. For detailed information on what is 
covered click the CFR or state that you are interested in and follow the links to what you would like 
to see. 

4. The contents button once you are in a document takes you to a table of contents for that 
document. 

5. RegsLink Search 

6. Select a Search Option. 

• All word – WebInsight will give you hits for regulations that contain all the words in your search 
pattern. 

• Any word - WebInsight will give you a hit if the regulation contains any word in your search 
pattern. 

• Boolean expression: 

• Look for words with the same prefix. For example, in your query form type key* to find key, 
keying, keyhole, keyboard, and so on. 

• Search for all forms of a word. For example, in the form type sink** to find sink, sinking, sank, 
and sunk. 

• Search with the keyword NEAR, rather than AND, for words close to each other. For example, 
both of these queries, toxic and waste and toxic near waste, look for the words toxic and waste 
on the same page. But with NEAR, the returned pages are ranked in order of proximity: The 
closer together the words are, the higher the rank of that page. 

• Refine your queries with the AND NOT keywords to exclude certain text from your search. For 
example, if you want to find all instances of toxic but not waste, write the following query: toxic 
AND NOT waste 
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• Add the OR keyword to find all instances of either one word or another, for example: toxic OR 
waste - This query finds all pages that mention toxic or waste or both 

• Exact Expression – WebInsight will search for the exact phrase you key into you search 
pattern. 

• Natural Language – WebInsight will examine your query, extract nouns and noun phrases and 
construct a query for you. With free text queries you can enter any text you want, from a proper 
question, to a string of words and phrases, without worrying about the query language. 

9. Enter your search criteria. 

10. Select combination of CFR's and/or states you would like to search. Use the select all boxes if 
you wish to search all CFR's or all states. 

11. Click Go 

View a Document 

1. Click the title of the document to link to the full-text. 

2. Click on 

· Full Highlight – View the full text of the document with your search terms highlight. 

· Summary Highlight – View your highlighted search term with a sentence or two of text around it. 

RegsLink Search 

1. Select a Search Option. 

• All word – WebInsight will give you hits for regulations that contain all the words in your search 
pattern. 

• Any word - WebInsight will give you a hit if the regulation contains any word in your search 
pattern. 

• Boolean expression - Look for words with the same prefix. For example, in your query form 
type key* to find key, keying, keyhole, keyboard, and so on. Search for all forms of a word. For 
example, in the form type sink** to find sink, sinking, sank, and sunk. Search with the keyword 
NEAR, rather than AND, for words close to each other. For example, both of these queries, toxic 
and waste and toxic near waste, look for the words toxic and waste on the same page. But with 
NEAR, the returned pages are ranked in order of proximity: The closer together the words are, 
the higher the rank of that page. Refine your queries with the AND NOT keywords to exclude 
certain text from your search. For example, if you want to find all instances of toxic but not waste, 
write the following query: toxic AND NOT waste. Add the OR keyword to find all instances of 
either one word or another, for example: toxic OR waste - This query finds all pages that mention 
toxic or waste or both 

• Exact Expression – WebInsight will search for the exact phrase you key into you search 
pattern. 

• Natural Language – WebInsight will examine your query, extract nouns and noun phrases and 
construct a query for you. With free text queries you can enter any text you want, from a proper 
question, to a string of words and phrases, without worrying about the query language. 
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2. Enter your search criteria. 

3. Select combination of CFR's and/or states you would like to search. Use the select all boxes if 
you wish to search all CFR's or all states. 

4. Click Go 

 

RegTrans TopPreviousNext 

The WebInsight RegTrans module allows to search dangerous goods regulations. The Dangerous 
goods regulations included with release 9.0 of WebInsight include: 

-Australian Code for the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road and Rail 

-- European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road (ADR)-- 
Brazil List of Dangerous Goods 

-- Canadian Transport of Dangerous Goods Regulations 

-- China. List of Dangerous Goods 

-- DOT Hazardous Materials Table Listings (49 CFR 172.101) 

-- IMO International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code (IMDG) 

-- International Air Transport Association (IATA) Dangerous Goods Regulations 

-- Japan Civil Aviation Law 

-- Japan Ship Safety Law  

- Korea Standard for the Transportation of Dangerous Goods 

-- Mexico. List of Dangerous Goods 

-New Zealand List of Dangerous Goods 

-- Regulations concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Rail (RID) 

The module allows to search by UN, CAS number or a proper shipping name as well as to download 
a full regulation. 

Transportation Search 

You can select the Transportation Search straight from the Regulatory List tab in RegTrans. The 
module allows you to choose from four main search criteria: 

• CAS RN. Dashes may be included or omitted (example: 50-00-0 or 50000). You may use an 
asterisk as a wildcard. DO NOT use leading zeros. Please note the bottom left corner of the web 
page to verify if your CAS RN is valid. 

• UN or ID Number. Searches by UN number. 

• Proper Shipping Name (En). Key in the proper shipping name in English. You may use an 
asterisk as a wildcard. Multiple wildcards can also be used. 

• Proper Shipping name (De). Key in the proper shipping name in English. You may use an 

file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/welcome_to_ariel_webinsight_1.htm
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asterisk as a wildcard. Multiple wildcards can also be used. 

Let's enter a UN number in the Search Criteria and Search Pattern boxes and then click Go. The 
system generates a Report that reflects how the respective UN number is regulated by each of the 
regulations available from Ariel. 

Chemical Report for UN Number 2209 

 

 

Regulatory List Download 

You can also download a regulatory list by just selecting the list from the main page in RegTrans: 

 

 

 

Generate a full RegTrans Regulatory List 
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Once you have downloaded a RegTrans regulatory list, you can search the list for a specific UN 
number, PSN, class, packing group, etc. Just click on the Advanced Search button, an input box will 
open below each title in the list and you can enter your search criteria in the empty space. 

View of RegTrans Regulatory List 
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Phrases TopPreviousNext 

This module helps you identify (M)SDS header and subheader phrases, as well as other types of 
phrases such as GHS Classification, Hazard and Precautionary statements, signal words, risk and 
safety phrases in multiple languages. 

In order to find a phrase use the input search criteria box and then select a language for your search 
criteria. The system will produce all phrases that match your search criteria in the language you 
chose. If you don’t choose a specific language, the search will be executed with the default criteria – 
All Languages. 

For example, in the Search Pattern box type in toxic. You can type free text phrases without adding 
any additional characters. If you are searching for a phrase in Chinese, type in the phrase in 
Chinese, and then select Chinese (simplified or traditional) in the Search Pattern Language. 

Phrase search input criteria for toxic and Search Pattern Language: English 

 

The application will execute the search and bring back all phrases in English that correspond to your 
search. 

 

You can select any one of the phases in the search, such as "Toxic by inhalation" and get the 

file:///P:/WebInsight%20Ver%207.0%20Help/welcome_to_ariel_webinsight_1.htm
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translations for the phrase in multiple languages. 

Phrases in multiple languages 

 

 

 

 
 

 


